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Synopsis

"I was bewitched immediately by this charming small town full of witches and spells!" "A real mystery from beginning to end, with delightful characters." Dip into the world of the Witches of Crystal Cove. A charming cozy mystery set in an idyllic small town off the coast of Maine. Mount Crystal Island is already shrouded in mystery and rumors of witches but now things are about to get really crazy. When this idyllic town is shaken to the core by a murder, Jane Summers and her two sisters must race against time to discover who the killer is before they strike again. That might be easy, if her childhood crush, Max Wayland hadn’t returned to Crystal Cove and taken a position with the local Police Department and her father wasn’t on her case about using spells in public. Now she must navigate her way around obstacles, mixed feelings, secrets, lies and twists before her friend is charged with the murder. She will need to use more than her charm, wits and sisters to solve this case. She’s going to be forced to use a touch of magic.

Read all ten books in the Crystal Cove Mystery Series:
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Horrid: Book 1
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Peculiar: Book 2
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Sudden: Book 3
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Foul: Book 4
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Twisted: Book 5
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Odd: Book 6
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Mysterious: Book 7
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Ghastly: Book 8
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Frightful: Book 9
- Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Grim: Book 10
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Customer Reviews

I have always loved witch books, it has light magic, it had a touch of funny moments, light on the sappy stuff, read it in a few days, it did hold my interest, I am glad that book 2 is out and I am going to start reading that one. I like the way Emma Watts writes. I would recommend this book for a light read, I particularly don't like to read to think, I like to read to get away and laugh and get myself involved in the plot and this book did that for me.

After reading the good reviews, I purchased all the books in this series. The story itself is typical, and just doesn't flow well. The sentences are choppy. It feels as if they are lines in a play being performed by novices. I hope the remaining books in this series are better.

Loved this book, has a very familiar warm small town vibe, with mystery and murder wrapped in with a family of witches dynamics. Love, murder, family and who dun it! Can't go wrong reading this book in a series of several books that follow this to learn who dun it with that witchy touch, every Time! Can't wait to read the second Book in one night, like I did the first, couldn't put the book down till the end! 😇😇😇

I really enjoyed reading this book. It made me laugh out loud at times and has a good storyline. If you like a little mystery mixed with magic and humor, plus a good clean read, then this is the book for you! I can't wait to read the next one.

What an enjoyable read! Emma Watts' Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Horrid was great. Light-hearted, fun, really well-edited (thanks.), and it had nice family-oriented characters. I thoroughly enjoyed the time spent reading it, couldn't put it down actually. I can't wait to read her other books in the series. Thanks Ms Watts.

I could only get through about half the book. It just seemed kind of stupid. The main character was upset about her friend being questioned without a lawyer, but never bothered to call one. She called a powwow with her sisters just to ask them not to tell Dad that she was looking into the murder. And,
oh by the way, they never actually saw their mother's body when she died years ago, so maybe she’s not actually dead. What?

I enjoyed this light mystery book. It was an easy read with a descent story and fun well developed characters. I would like to read more of the family history. I would recommend this book as a light easy read with descent plot and fun characters.

Cute book series but a few mistakes with the spell casting and forget spells in which I mean casting a spell to appear as someone else and then not saying you used a forget spell till pages later almost as an after though then immediately the person she cast it on mentions the visit she supposedly cast a forget spell about. More prevalent in the second book. Took a lot of chances that just didn’t make sense to me, running around in an illusion of a cop that everyone knew, that only one person could see very risky in a small town the odds of that many cop visits that no second party yelled a greeting to your real self just not real common in a small town. I will read them all so perhaps they will get better on the third book so far I may change my review as I go.
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